
Background

Access to Hungarian books is limited. Digitization of Hungarian literature would 
remove all barriers (time-, and locations-based) of accessing books that have ever 
been published.

Digitization process can be done by 3 methods:
• Sending validation SMSs
• Typing in sponsored validation fields
• Typing on a given Telekom landing page



Challenge
We should:

1) demonstrate the benefits of an accessible 
digitized literature database

2) make people understand that their own 
contribution is important, that really every 
word counts – thus solving the free-rider 
problem
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Insight

People take it for granted that a lot of information 
is always accessible on the internet, from anywhere

They don’t think about how everyday life would be 
more difficult without that access
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Idea

Telekom „Every word counts” campaign

To make it tangible for people, we place a counter on 
the Telekom website, where everyone can see the 
number of contributions, where the status of 
digitization process,and if they are registered, they can 
see where they stand on a leaderboard, even in 
different categories



Idea to kick-off the campaign and raise

awareness

„Reverse digitization”: 

Shut down Telekom’s website for a day -> make it 
available in printed book versions in bookshops and 
libraries
-> retarget users who wanted to access Telekom.hu 
with banners, informing them about the locations of 
the website’s printed versions, and remind them of 
the importance of online access



Media solutions

Owned media:
The key part: on Telekom’s
„Everywordcounts” sub-landing
page/in its application, we create a 
„fog of war”, dividing the screen into
9 blocks – in order to log in, users
need to type in a few given words
(from Hungarian books), in each
block

It can be annoying for the user, but
after „cleaning” each block, they are
reminded of their valuable
contribution, and they are instantly
rewarded by downloadable books
which are already digitized

Driving traffic to the landing 
page:

1) Geo-targeted SMS campaign via 
Telekom Leading Data (Akció Nekem) 
solution: near a bookshop/library, 
Telekom sends a picture with a few 
words from a book: remind them of 
the importance of books, encourage 
people to visit the 
„Everywordcounts” page

2) In Telekom’s customer service 
centers/shops, we remind clients to 
contribute to the digitization via the 
client number receipt



Media solutions

Paid media:

Telekom partners with
major Hungarian e-
commerce websites, where
users need to validate their
registrations/orders by
typing in a few words from
books

Print newspapers/magazines:
We present full pages of popular 
Hungarian books, but a few words are 
blurred (to illustrate how much a few 
words can count ). A QR code is 
placed on the page, which takes to the 
„Everywordcounts” landing page, and 
readers can contribute by typing a few 
words

In public transport stops: 
Remind passengers with a message by
„hacking” BKK Futár screens: „Tram 4 
arrives in 4 minutes -> you have ample
time to greatly help the digitization of 
literature on Telekom’s website”



Media solutions

Earned media:

Instagram/Facebook campaign using #everywordcounts, encouraging
organic shares:
Just share a photo of a page from your favourite book ->
tag a friend, challenge them to take a photo of their own favourite, and 
encourage them to type words on the „Everywordcounts” landing page



Digitization project’s KPIs:

% of all printed literature already 
digitized

Number of unique contributors

Media-related KPIs:

Campaign awareness

Telekom website visits


